This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Of Lodz & Love", "Rebekah" and "Tuesdays with Morrie"

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Double Homicide", "Honor Among Thieves" and "Living Proof"

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Conversion", "Start-Up Nation" and "Ordinary Heroes"
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Madeleine Albright", "The Messenger" and "Roommates"

Book No.: BK4-00005
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "English Assassin", "Bummy Davis vs Murder, Inc." and "Chains Around The Grass"

Book No.: BK4-00006
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "A Mighty Heart", "Love With Noodles" and "Double Homicide"

Book No.: BK4-00007
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. This Special Book Club edition is a compilation 3 books on a single "The Pomegranate Pendant", "Harem" and "The Activist's Daughter"

Book No.: BK4-00008  
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION  
Author(s): RAGIN, NAOMI, KING, ALAN & FRIENDS, POTOK, CHAIM  
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. This Special Book Club edition is a compilation 3 books on a single "Sotah", "Matzah Balls For Breakfast" and "Davita's Harp"

Book No.: BK4-00009  
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION  
Author(s): VARIOUS  
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "Madeleine Albright", "Bintel Brief" and "Those Who save Us & "Evergreen"

Book No.: BK4-00010  
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION  
Author(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single "Davita's Harp", "Those Who Save Us" and "The Man Who Was Late"

Book No.: BK4-00011
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single "A Mighty Heart", Bummy Davis vs Murder Inc. and Honor Among Thieves"

Book No.: BK4-00012
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single "Aaron Copeland" Little Earthquakes" and "The Kill Artist"

Book No.: BK4-00013
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. This Special Book Club edition is a compilation 3 books on a single "Not Me" Living Proof" and "Married To Laughter"

Book No.: BK4-00014
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Kill Artist", "Bummy Davis vs. Murder Inc." and "Jane Austen In Boca"

Book No.: BK4-00015
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. This Special Book Club edition is a compilation 3 books on a single "Start-Up Nation," "The Pomegranate Pendant" and "Sotah"

Book No.: BK4-00016
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): WAYSMAN, DVORA-DIAMANT, ANITA-COONTS, STEPHEN
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Pomegranate Pendant" (6709), "Good Harbor" and "Red Horseman".

Book No.: BK4-00017
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION: THIS SPECIAL BOOK CLUB EDITION IS A COMPILATION OF 3 BOOKS ON A SINGLE DTB. THE 3 BOOKS ARE "GOLDA MEIR" (00741), "SOTAH"(05997) AND "SARAH'S KEY" (08314).
Author(s): AGRESS, ELIAYHU, RAGEN, NAOMI, DE ROSNAY, TATIANA
Narrator(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Golda Meir" (00741), "Sotah" (05997 and "Sarah's Key" (08314).

Book No.: BK4-00018
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION: THIS SPECIAL BOOK CLUB EDITION IS A COMPILATION OF 3 BOOKS ON A SINGLE DTB. THE 3 BOOKS ARE "OF LODZ & LOVE" (07593), "REBEKAH"(07561) AND "HENRIETTA SZOLD" (05081).
Author(s): ROSENFARB, CHAVA, CARD, ORSON SCOTT, ZEITLIN, ROSE
Narrator(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Of Lodz & Love" (07593), "Rebekah" (07561) and "Henrietta Szold" (05081).

Book No.: BK4-00019
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): APPELFELD, AHARON, POTOK, CHAIM, BEER, EDITH HAHN; DWORKIN, SUSAN
Narrator(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Conversion" (07524), "Davita's Harp" (05997 and "Nazi Officer's Wife" (08314).

Book No.: BK4-00020
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): EHRENREICH, JAKE, ZWEIG, STEFANIE, MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "A Jew Grows In Brooklyn" (08289), "Nowhere In Africa" (08239) and "The Fixer" (00181).

Book No.: BK4-00021
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Cousinhood" (02807), "Days of Awe" (08233) and "Fortune Teller's Kiss" (08220).

Book No.: BK4-00022
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): SENOR, DAN; SINGER, SAUL; WAYSMAN, DVORA; ZEITLIN, ROSE
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Start-Up Nation" (08263), "Pomegranate Pendant" (06709 and "Henrietta Szold" (05081).

Book No.: BK4-00023
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): SEROTTE, BRENDA, NISSENSON, HUGH, MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Fortune Teller's Kiss" (08220), "Days of Awe" (08233) and "The Fixer" (00181).
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Sum of All Fears" (07374), "Fortune Teller's Kiss" (08220) and "Ugly Beauty" (08286).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Emma Lazarus" (8199), "Always and Forever" (05883) and "Matzo Balls for Breakfast" (08085).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Sum of All Fears" (07374), "Fortune Teller's Kiss" (08220) and "Ugly Beauty" (08286).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Emma Lazarus" (8199), "Always and Forever" (05883) and "Matzo Balls for Breakfast" (08085).
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Fixer" (00181), "Cover Story" (06841) and "Henrietta Szold" (05081).

Book No.: BK4-00027
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): CAHAN, ABRAHAM; NISSENSON, HUGH; METZKER, ISAAC, ED.
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Rise of David Levinsky" (05783), "Days of Awe" (08233) and "Bintel Brief" (01274).

Book No.: BK4-00028
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): POTOK, CHAIM; STEINBERG, MILTON; ZEITLIN, ROSE
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Davita's Harp" (05151), "As A Driven Leaf" (00189) and "Henrietta Szold" (05081).

Book No.: BK4-00029
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "This Is A Soul" (08266), "Cosmopolitans" (08298) and "Little Earthquakes" (08056)

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Henrietta Szold"(05081), "Matzah Balls For Breakfast" (08085) and "Rebekah" (07561)

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Henrietta Szold", "The Man Who Was Late" and "Days of Awe"
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Henrietta Szold", "Tevye's Daughters" and "The Fixer"

Book No.: BK4-00033
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Good Harbor", "The Source" and "Honor Among Thieves"

Book No.: BK4-00034
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Messenger", "Lion of Hollywood" and "Living Proof"

Book No.: BK4-00035
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "False Prophet" (06173), "Pomegranate Pendant" (06709) and "Rebekah" (07561).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Teacha" (07644), "Ten Green Bottles" (08145) and "Shiksa Goddess" (07461).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 2 books on a single DTB. The 2 books are "The Ring" (03692) and "The Kill Artist" (7366).
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Raquela" (03132), "The Second Son" (08304) and "Wall Games" (08286).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Last Brother" (08301), "Evergreen" (03255) and "The Ring" (3692).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Cousinhood" (02807), "Love In Booms" (7618) and "Fortune Teller's Kiss" (08220).
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Holy Thief", "Start-Up Nation" and "Ordinary Heroes".

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 5 books on a single DTB. The 5 books are "A Jew Grows In Brooklyn" (08289), "Nowhere In Africa" (08239), "The Fixer" (00181), "Raquela" (03132) & "My Name Is Asher Lev" (01173).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB.
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "Emma Lazarus" (8199), "Always and Forever" (05883), "Matzo Balls for Breakfast" (08085) and The Messenger (8200)

Book No.: BK4-00044  
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION  
Author(s): SHOR, ESTHER; EYMAN, SCOTT; OZICK, CYNTHIA  
Narrator(s):  
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Emma Lazarus" (08199), "Lion of Hollywood" (08212) and "Puttermesser Papers" (06715).

Book No.: BK4-00045  
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 4-BOOK COMPILATION  
Author(s): BLUMENTHAL, W. MICHAEL; DALIN, DAVID G.; KOLATCH, ALFRED J.; PICK, HELLA; POGREBIN, ABIGAIL  
Narrator(s): VARIOUS  
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "The Invisible Wall" (06982), " Presidents of the United States and the Jews" (07984), "Simon Wiesenthal" (08296) and "Stars of David" (08139).
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 4-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): PERES, SHIMON; KRAUSS, NICOLE; EYMAN, SCOTT
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "Ben Gurion" (08382), "History of Love" (08117), "Lion of Hollywood" (08212) "Sixth Lamentation" (7919).

Book No.: BK4-00047

Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 4-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): SENOR, DAN; SINGER, SAUL; PLAIN, BELVA; METZKER, ISAAC, ED.; LANSKY, AARON
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "Start-Up Nation" (08263), "Evergreen" (03255), "Bintel Brief" (01274), "Outwitting History" (08132).

Book No.: BK4-00048

Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): CONSIDINE, SHAUN; ZWEIG, STEFANIE; STEEL, DANIELLE
Narrator(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Barbra Streisand" (04724), "Nowhere In Africa" (08239), "The Ring" (03692).

Book No.: BK4-00049  
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 4-BOOK COMPILATION  
Author(s): BIANCO, ANTHONY; ALDOUBY, ZVI & BALLINGER JERROLD; BERGER, MARYLIN; LUTZ, WOLFGANG  
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "The Reichmanns" (06829), "Shattered Silence" (01820), "This Is A Soul" (08266), "Champagne Spy" (01745).

Book No.: BK4-00050  
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 4-BOOK COMPILATION  
Author(s): PLAIN, BELVA; DIAMANT, ANITA; CARD, ORSON SCOTT; CONSIDINE, SHAUN  
Narrator(s): VARIOUS

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "Evergreen" (03255), "The Red Tent" (06871), "Rebekah" (07561), "Barbra Streisand" (04724).

Book No.: BK4-00051
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): KRITZLER, EDWARD; UNGER, DAVID; APPANAH, NATACHA
Narrator(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Jewish Pirates of the Caribbean" (08368), "Life In the Damn Tropics" (08111), "The Last Brother" (08301).

Book No.: BK4-00052
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 4-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): RUBENS, BERNICE; FAST, HOWARD; APPANAH, NATACHA; MEKLER, EVA
Narrator(s): VARIOUS
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "I, Dreyfus" (08186), "The Immigrant's Daughter" (05405), "The Last Brother" (08301) and "The Polish Woman" (8255).

Book No.: BK4-00053
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Start-Up Nation" (8263), "Presidents of the US and the Jews" (7984) and "Stars of David" (8139).
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "The Plot Against America", "Dean & Me" (8182) and "Start-Up Nation"

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Rashi's Daughter Book 1; Yokeved" (8404), "Lion of Hollywood" (8212) & "Tapestry" (5226).

This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Once We Were Brothers " (8405)" , "Al Capp: A Life To The Contrary" (8406) & "The New Yorker Theater" (8343).
Book No.: BK4-00057
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Tuesdays With Morrie " (6822)", "Ordinary Heroes" (8150) & "Start-Up Nation" (8263).

Book No.: BK4-00058
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): BALSON, RONALD H., TAITZ, SONIA & ANTON, MAGGIE
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Once We Were Brothers" (08405), "The Watchmaker's Daughter" (08403) and "Rashi's Daughters, Book I Yokeved" (0804).

Book No.: BK4-00059
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION: RAGEN, NAOMI; BURNS, GEORGE & ANTON, MAGGIE
Author(s): VARIOUS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Sotah", "100 Years, 100 Stories" and "Rashi's Daughters, Book 1, Yoheved"

Book No.: BK4-00060
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): OZ, AMOS; FELDMAN, DEBORAH; OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Hill Of Evil Counsel" (03086), "Unorthodox" (08352) and "Heir To A Glimmering World" (08041).

Book No.: BK4-00061
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 4-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): DWORKIN, SUSAN; BEER, EDITH HAHN; DWORKIN, SUSAN; SILVA, DANIEL; RAGEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 4 books on a single DTB. The 4 books are "Miss America, 1945" (5258), "Nazi Officer's Wife" (7126), "Confessor" (08036) and Sacrifice of Tamar (6321)

Book No.: BK4-00062
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): STILLER, JERRY; SHTEYNGART, GARY; WEINER, ELLIS
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Married To Laughter" Russian Debutanate's Handbook" (7722) and "Yiddish With Dick & Jane" (8205)

Book No.: BK4-00063
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): POTOK, CHAIM; BEGLEY, LOUIS; SARNA, JONATHAN
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Davita's Harp (5151) "The Man Who Was Late" (6420) and "Lincoln And The Jews" (8486)

Book No.: BK4-00064
Title: SPECIAL BOOK CLUB 3-BOOK COMPILATION
Author(s): ALDOUBY, ZVI & BALLINGER JERROLD; RUBENS, BERNICE; KRITZLER, EDWARD
Narrator(s): MULTIPLE
This Special Book Club edition is a compilation of 3 books on a single DTB. The 3 books are "Shattered Silence", "Jewish Pirates of the Caribbean" and "I, Dreyfus."